CAWTAR’s Competitions
Since 2000, Cawtar launched competitions in order to establish a dialogue on Gender
and Arab Women issues, and to sensitize many different target groups on the real
conditions of Arab women and her real capabilities on her contribution to the
development process.
Best Article Competitions to establish a permanent relationship with Arab media
professionals
Establishing permanent and sustainable relations with Arab journalists is considered as
one of the objectives the Center is seeking to achieve. Based on this principle, CAWTAR
adopted best article competitions for journalists as a working option and established the
tradition of organizing journalism production competitions for Arab media
professionals. So far, the Center organized nine such competitions.
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Juries for such competitions are composed of Arab journalism professionals, media
outlets and journalism academics, as well as other specialists in the field, such as the
Union of Arab Journalist, the center of Arab women media professionals and the school
of journalism in Egypt.
CAWTAR’s prize for best TV and Radio programs
The Center’s competitions were not limited to journalists working in the Arab print
media, but, for the first time and at the Center’s initiative, a CAWTAR’s prize for the best
TV and Radio program was included from the tenth session of the Arab festival for radio
and TV organized periodically by the Arab States Broadcasting union ASBU .
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An information dynamic around Arab women development reports
In addition to competitions open to Arab journalists, the Center organizes more
competitions designated to several stakeholders, not necessarily working on gender
issues on the topics covered by its Arab Woman Development Reports.
When launching its first AWDR report on the theme “globalization and gender: economic
participation of the Arab woman “, CAWTAR organized a competition for young
researchers on the report’s topic, in order to choose the best academic article to be
produced on the theme.
A second competition was organized for students at schools and institutes of fine arts to
choose the best design of the report’s cover.

While preparing the second AWDR report on the “Arab adolescent girl: reality and
prospects “, the Center organized its second competition for young researchers on the
report’s topic.
It also organized a competition for the selection of the best design for the report’s cover.
The latter was open to Arab adolescent boys and girls, whose age is between 15 and 18
yeas.
Two other young researchers’ competitions on the forthcoming AWDR reports “Arab
Women and Decision Making” and “Arab Women and Legislation” had been organized.
Moreover, CAWTAR’s priority areas and main projects were the focus of other
competitions to select best content and design of websites, best posters, photos and
documentary films… Such competitions contributed to involving different target groups
in the Center’s fields of interest. They also contributed to rally categories targeted by the
Arab woman development reports around the reports themselves.

